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The Netherlands, Nijmegen, 24-03-2019 - Environmental organisation Greenpeace organised the Plastival at the Waal dock in Nijmegen. A festival against disposable plastic. The Festival is part of an international campaign by Greenpeace against disposable plastic and part of the Plastic Monster Ship Tour. This means that the environmental organisation wants to emphasize the responsibility of large plastic producers.  Highlights of the festival were the kick out of the Plastic Monster at the dock and the departure of Greenpeace ship 'The Beluga II' towards Switzerland. Credit: Marcel Krijgsman | Hollandse Hoogte
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The Netherlands, Nijmegen, 24-03-2019 - Environmental organisation Greenpeace organised the Plastival at the Waal dock in Nijmegen. A festival against disposable plastic. The Festival is part of an international campaign by Greenpeace against disposable plastic and part of the Plastic Monster Ship Tour. This means that the environmental organisation wants to emphasize the responsibility of large plastic producers.  Highlights of the festival were the kick out of the Plastic Monster at the dock and the departure of Greenpeace ship 'The Beluga II' towards Switzerland. Credit: Marcel Krijgsman | Hollandse Hoogte
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The Netherlands, Nijmegen, 24-03-2019 - Environmental organisation Greenpeace organised the Plastival at the Waal dock in Nijmegen. A festival against disposable plastic. The Festival is part of an international campaign by Greenpeace against disposable plastic and part of the Plastic Monster Ship Tour. This means that the environmental organisation wants to emphasize the responsibility of large plastic producers.  Highlights of the festival were the kick out of the Plastic Monster at the dock and the departure of Greenpeace ship 'The Beluga II' towards Switzerland. Credit: Marcel Krijgsman | Hollandse Hoogte
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The Netherlands, Nijmegen, 24-03-2019 - Environmental organisation Greenpeace organised the Plastival at the Waal dock in Nijmegen. A festival against disposable plastic. The Festival is part of an international campaign by Greenpeace against disposable plastic and part of the Plastic Monster Ship Tour. This means that the environmental organisation wants to emphasize the responsibility of large plastic producers.  Highlights of the festival were the kick out of the Plastic Monster at the dock and the departure of Greenpeace ship 'The Beluga II' towards Switzerland. Credit: Marcel Krijgsman | Hollandse Hoogte
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The Netherlands, Nijmegen, 24-03-2019 - Environmental organisation Greenpeace organised the Plastival at the Waal dock in Nijmegen. A festival against disposable plastic. The Festival is part of an international campaign by Greenpeace against disposable plastic and part of the Plastic Monster Ship Tour. This means that the environmental organisation wants to emphasize the responsibility of large plastic producers.  Highlights of the festival were the kick out of the Plastic Monster at the dock and the departure of Greenpeace ship 'The Beluga II' towards Switzerland. Credit: Marcel Krijgsman | Hollandse Hoogte
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The Netherlands, Nijmegen, 24-03-2019 - Environmental organisation Greenpeace organised the Plastival at the Waal dock in Nijmegen. A festival against disposable plastic. The Festival is part of an international campaign by Greenpeace against disposable plastic and part of the Plastic Monster Ship Tour. This means that the environmental organisation wants to emphasize the responsibility of large plastic producers.  Highlights of the festival were the kick out of the Plastic Monster at the dock and the departure of Greenpeace ship 'The Beluga II' towards Switzerland. Credit: Marcel Krijgsman | Hollandse Hoogte
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The Netherlands, Nijmegen, 24-03-2019 - Environmental organisation Greenpeace organised the Plastival at the Waal dock in Nijmegen. A festival against disposable plastic. The Festival is part of an international campaign by Greenpeace against disposable plastic and part of the Plastic Monster Ship Tour. This means that the environmental organisation wants to emphasize the responsibility of large plastic producers.  Highlights of the festival were the kick out of the Plastic Monster at the dock and the departure of Greenpeace ship 'The Beluga II' towards Switzerland. Credit: Marcel Krijgsman | Hollandse Hoogte
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The Netherlands, Nijmegen, 24-03-2019 - Environmental organisation Greenpeace organised the Plastival at the Waal dock in Nijmegen. A festival against disposable plastic. The Festival is part of an international campaign by Greenpeace against disposable plastic and part of the Plastic Monster Ship Tour. This means that the environmental organisation wants to emphasize the responsibility of large plastic producers.  Highlights of the festival were the kick out of the Plastic Monster at the dock and the departure of Greenpeace ship 'The Beluga II' towards Switzerland. Credit: Marcel Krijgsman | Hollandse Hoogte
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The Netherlands, Nijmegen, 24-03-2019 - Environmental organisation Greenpeace organised the Plastival at the Waal dock in Nijmegen. A festival against disposable plastic. The Festival is part of an international campaign by Greenpeace against disposable plastic and part of the Plastic Monster Ship Tour. This means that the environmental organisation wants to emphasize the responsibility of large plastic producers.  Highlights of the festival were the kick out of the Plastic Monster at the dock and the departure of Greenpeace ship 'The Beluga II' towards Switzerland. Credit: Marcel Krijgsman | Hollandse Hoogte
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The Netherlands, Nijmegen, 24-03-2019 - Environmental organisation Greenpeace organised the Plastival at the Waal dock in Nijmegen. A festival against disposable plastic. The Festival is part of an international campaign by Greenpeace against disposable plastic and part of the Plastic Monster Ship Tour. This means that the environmental organisation wants to emphasize the responsibility of large plastic producers.  Highlights of the festival were the kick out of the Plastic Monster at the dock and the departure of Greenpeace ship 'The Beluga II' towards Switzerland. Credit: Marcel Krijgsman | Hollandse Hoogte
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The Netherlands, Nijmegen, 24-03-2019 - Environmental organisation Greenpeace organised the Plastival at the Waal dock in Nijmegen. A festival against disposable plastic. The Festival is part of an international campaign by Greenpeace against disposable plastic and part of the Plastic Monster Ship Tour. This means that the environmental organisation wants to emphasize the responsibility of large plastic producers.  Highlights of the festival were the kick out of the Plastic Monster at the dock and the departure of Greenpeace ship 'The Beluga II' towards Switzerland. Credit: Marcel Krijgsman | Hollandse Hoogte
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The Netherlands, Nijmegen, 24-03-2019 - Environmental organisation Greenpeace organised the Plastival at the Waal dock in Nijmegen. A festival against disposable plastic. The Festival is part of an international campaign by Greenpeace against disposable plastic and part of the Plastic Monster Ship Tour. This means that the environmental organisation wants to emphasize the responsibility of large plastic producers.  Highlights of the festival were the kick out of the Plastic Monster at the dock and the departure of Greenpeace ship 'The Beluga II' towards Switzerland. Credit: Marcel Krijgsman | Hollandse Hoogte
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The Netherlands, Nijmegen, 24-03-2019 - Environmental organisation Greenpeace organised the Plastival at the Waal dock in Nijmegen. A festival against disposable plastic. The Festival is part of an international campaign by Greenpeace against disposable plastic and part of the Plastic Monster Ship Tour. This means that the environmental organisation wants to emphasize the responsibility of large plastic producers.  Highlights of the festival were the kick out of the Plastic Monster at the dock and the departure of Greenpeace ship 'The Beluga II' towards Switzerland. Credit: Marcel Krijgsman | Hollandse Hoogte
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The Netherlands, Nijmegen, 24-03-2019 - Environmental organisation Greenpeace organised the Plastival at the Waal dock in Nijmegen. A festival against disposable plastic. The Festival is part of an international campaign by Greenpeace against disposable plastic and part of the Plastic Monster Ship Tour. This means that the environmental organisation wants to emphasize the responsibility of large plastic producers.  Highlights of the festival were the kick out of the Plastic Monster at the dock and the departure of Greenpeace ship 'The Beluga II' towards Switzerland. Credit: Marcel Krijgsman | Hollandse Hoogte
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The Netherlands, Nijmegen, 24-03-2019 - Environmental organisation Greenpeace organised the Plastival at the Waal dock in Nijmegen. A festival against disposable plastic. The Festival is part of an international campaign by Greenpeace against disposable plastic and part of the Plastic Monster Ship Tour. This means that the environmental organisation wants to emphasize the responsibility of large plastic producers.  Highlights of the festival were the kick out of the Plastic Monster at the dock and the departure of Greenpeace ship 'The Beluga II' towards Switzerland. Credit: Marcel Krijgsman | Hollandse Hoogte
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The Netherlands, Nijmegen, 24-03-2019 - Environmental organisation Greenpeace organised the Plastival at the Waal dock in Nijmegen. A festival against disposable plastic. The Festival is part of an international campaign by Greenpeace against disposable plastic and part of the Plastic Monster Ship Tour. This means that the environmental organisation wants to emphasize the responsibility of large plastic producers.  Highlights of the festival were the kick out of the Plastic Monster at the dock and the departure of Greenpeace ship 'The Beluga II' towards Switzerland. Credit: Marcel Krijgsman | Hollandse Hoogte
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The Netherlands, Nijmegen, 24-03-2019 - Environmental organisation Greenpeace organised the Plastival at the Waal dock in Nijmegen. A festival against disposable plastic. The Festival is part of an international campaign by Greenpeace against disposable plastic and part of the Plastic Monster Ship Tour. This means that the environmental organisation wants to emphasize the responsibility of large plastic producers.  Highlights of the festival were the kick out of the Plastic Monster at the dock and the departure of Greenpeace ship 'The Beluga II' towards Switzerland. Credit: Marcel Krijgsman | Hollandse Hoogte
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The Netherlands, Nijmegen, 24-03-2019 - Environmental organisation Greenpeace organised the Plastival at the Waal dock in Nijmegen. A festival against disposable plastic. The Festival is part of an international campaign by Greenpeace against disposable plastic and part of the Plastic Monster Ship Tour. This means that the environmental organisation wants to emphasize the responsibility of large plastic producers.  Highlights of the festival were the kick out of the Plastic Monster at the dock and the departure of Greenpeace ship 'The Beluga II' towards Switzerland. Credit: Marcel Krijgsman | Hollandse Hoogte
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The Netherlands, Nijmegen, 24-03-2019 - Environmental organisation Greenpeace organised the Plastival at the Waal dock in Nijmegen. A festival against disposable plastic. The Festival is part of an international campaign by Greenpeace against disposable plastic and part of the Plastic Monster Ship Tour. This means that the environmental organisation wants to emphasize the responsibility of large plastic producers.  Highlights of the festival were the kick out of the Plastic Monster at the dock and the departure of Greenpeace ship 'The Beluga II' towards Switzerland. Credit: Marcel Krijgsman | Hollandse Hoogte
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The Netherlands, Nijmegen, 24-03-2019 - Environmental organisation Greenpeace organised the Plastival at the Waal dock in Nijmegen. A festival against disposable plastic. The Festival is part of an international campaign by Greenpeace against disposable plastic and part of the Plastic Monster Ship Tour. This means that the environmental organisation wants to emphasize the responsibility of large plastic producers.  Highlights of the festival were the kick out of the Plastic Monster at the dock and the departure of Greenpeace ship 'The Beluga II' towards Switzerland. Credit: Marcel Krijgsman | Hollandse Hoogte
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The Netherlands, Nijmegen, 24-03-2019 - Environmental organisation Greenpeace organised the Plastival at the Waal dock in Nijmegen. A festival against disposable plastic. The Festival is part of an international campaign by Greenpeace against disposable plastic and part of the Plastic Monster Ship Tour. This means that the environmental organisation wants to emphasize the responsibility of large plastic producers.  Highlights of the festival were the kick out of the Plastic Monster at the dock and the departure of Greenpeace ship 'The Beluga II' towards Switzerland. Credit: Marcel Krijgsman | Hollandse Hoogte
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The Netherlands, Nijmegen, 24-03-2019 - Environmental organisation Greenpeace organised the Plastival at the Waal dock in Nijmegen. A festival against disposable plastic. The Festival is part of an international campaign by Greenpeace against disposable plastic and part of the Plastic Monster Ship Tour. This means that the environmental organisation wants to emphasize the responsibility of large plastic producers.  Highlights of the festival were the kick out of the Plastic Monster at the dock and the departure of Greenpeace ship 'The Beluga II' towards Switzerland. Credit: Marcel Krijgsman | Hollandse Hoogte
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The Netherlands, Nijmegen, 24-03-2019 - Environmental organisation Greenpeace organised the Plastival at the Waal dock in Nijmegen. A festival against disposable plastic. The Festival is part of an international campaign by Greenpeace against disposable plastic and part of the Plastic Monster Ship Tour. This means that the environmental organisation wants to emphasize the responsibility of large plastic producers.  Highlights of the festival were the kick out of the Plastic Monster at the dock and the departure of Greenpeace ship 'The Beluga II' towards Switzerland. Credit: Marcel Krijgsman | Hollandse Hoogte
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The Netherlands, Nijmegen, 24-03-2019 - Environmental organisation Greenpeace organised the Plastival at the Waal dock in Nijmegen. A festival against disposable plastic. The Festival is part of an international campaign by Greenpeace against disposable plastic and part of the Plastic Monster Ship Tour. This means that the environmental organisation wants to emphasize the responsibility of large plastic producers.  Highlights of the festival were the kick out of the Plastic Monster at the dock and the departure of Greenpeace ship 'The Beluga II' towards Switzerland. Credit: Marcel Krijgsman | Hollandse Hoogte
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The Netherlands, Nijmegen, 24-03-2019 - Environmental organisation Greenpeace organised the Plastival at the Waal dock in Nijmegen. A festival against disposable plastic. The Festival is part of an international campaign by Greenpeace against disposable plastic and part of the Plastic Monster Ship Tour. This means that the environmental organisation wants to emphasize the responsibility of large plastic producers.  Highlights of the festival were the kick out of the Plastic Monster at the dock and the departure of Greenpeace ship 'The Beluga II' towards Switzerland. Credit: Marcel Krijgsman | Hollandse Hoogte
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The Netherlands, Nijmegen, 24-03-2019 - Environmental organisation Greenpeace organised the Plastival at the Waal dock in Nijmegen. A festival against disposable plastic. The Festival is part of an international campaign by Greenpeace against disposable plastic and part of the Plastic Monster Ship Tour. This means that the environmental organisation wants to emphasize the responsibility of large plastic producers.  Highlights of the festival were the kick out of the Plastic Monster at the dock and the departure of Greenpeace ship 'The Beluga II' towards Switzerland. Credit: Marcel Krijgsman | Hollandse Hoogte
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The Netherlands, Nijmegen, 24-03-2019 - Environmental organisation Greenpeace organised the Plastival at the Waal dock in Nijmegen. A festival against disposable plastic. The Festival is part of an international campaign by Greenpeace against disposable plastic and part of the Plastic Monster Ship Tour. This means that the environmental organisation wants to emphasize the responsibility of large plastic producers.  Highlights of the festival were the kick out of the Plastic Monster at the dock and the departure of Greenpeace ship 'The Beluga II' towards Switzerland. Credit: Marcel Krijgsman | Hollandse Hoogte
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The Netherlands, Nijmegen, 24-03-2019 - Environmental organisation Greenpeace organised the Plastival at the Waal dock in Nijmegen. A festival against disposable plastic. The Festival is part of an international campaign by Greenpeace against disposable plastic and part of the Plastic Monster Ship Tour. This means that the environmental organisation wants to emphasize the responsibility of large plastic producers.  Highlights of the festival were the kick out of the Plastic Monster at the dock and the departure of Greenpeace ship 'The Beluga II' towards Switzerland. Credit: Marcel Krijgsman | Hollandse Hoogte
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The Netherlands, Nijmegen, 24-03-2019 - Environmental organisation Greenpeace organised the Plastival at the Waal dock in Nijmegen. A festival against disposable plastic. The Festival is part of an international campaign by Greenpeace against disposable plastic and part of the Plastic Monster Ship Tour. This means that the environmental organisation wants to emphasize the responsibility of large plastic producers.  Highlights of the festival were the kick out of the Plastic Monster at the dock and the departure of Greenpeace ship 'The Beluga II' towards Switzerland. Credit: Marcel Krijgsman | Hollandse Hoogte
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The Netherlands, Nijmegen, 24-03-2019 - Environmental organisation Greenpeace organised the Plastival at the Waal dock in Nijmegen. A festival against disposable plastic. The Festival is part of an international campaign by Greenpeace against disposable plastic and part of the Plastic Monster Ship Tour. This means that the environmental organisation wants to emphasize the responsibility of large plastic producers.  Highlights of the festival were the kick out of the Plastic Monster at the dock and the departure of Greenpeace ship 'The Beluga II' towards Switzerland. Credit: Marcel Krijgsman | Hollandse Hoogte
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The Netherlands, Nijmegen, 24-03-2019 - Environmental organisation Greenpeace organised the Plastival at the Waal dock in Nijmegen. A festival against disposable plastic. The Festival is part of an international campaign by Greenpeace against disposable plastic and part of the Plastic Monster Ship Tour. This means that the environmental organisation wants to emphasize the responsibility of large plastic producers.  Highlights of the festival were the kick out of the Plastic Monster at the dock and the departure of Greenpeace ship 'The Beluga II' towards Switzerland. Credit: Marcel Krijgsman | Hollandse Hoogte
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The Netherlands, Nijmegen, 24-03-2019 - Environmental organisation Greenpeace organised the Plastival at the Waal dock in Nijmegen. A festival against disposable plastic. The Festival is part of an international campaign by Greenpeace against disposable plastic and part of the Plastic Monster Ship Tour. This means that the environmental organisation wants to emphasize the responsibility of large plastic producers.  Highlights of the festival were the kick out of the Plastic Monster at the dock and the departure of Greenpeace ship 'The Beluga II' towards Switzerland. Credit: Marcel Krijgsman | Hollandse Hoogte
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The Netherlands, Nijmegen, 24-03-2019 - Environmental organisation Greenpeace organised the Plastival at the Waal dock in Nijmegen. A festival against disposable plastic. The Festival is part of an international campaign by Greenpeace against disposable plastic and part of the Plastic Monster Ship Tour. This means that the environmental organisation wants to emphasize the responsibility of large plastic producers.  Highlights of the festival were the kick out of the Plastic Monster at the dock and the departure of Greenpeace ship 'The Beluga II' towards Switzerland. Credit: Marcel Krijgsman | Hollandse Hoogte
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The Netherlands, Nijmegen, 24-03-2019 - Environmental organisation Greenpeace organised the Plastival at the Waal dock in Nijmegen. A festival against disposable plastic. The Festival is part of an international campaign by Greenpeace against disposable plastic and part of the Plastic Monster Ship Tour. This means that the environmental organisation wants to emphasize the responsibility of large plastic producers.  Highlights of the festival were the kick out of the Plastic Monster at the dock and the departure of Greenpeace ship 'The Beluga II' towards Switzerland. Credit: Marcel Krijgsman | Hollandse Hoogte
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The Netherlands, Nijmegen, 24-03-2019 - Environmental organisation Greenpeace organised the Plastival at the Waal dock in Nijmegen. A festival against disposable plastic. The Festival is part of an international campaign by Greenpeace against disposable plastic and part of the Plastic Monster Ship Tour. This means that the environmental organisation wants to emphasize the responsibility of large plastic producers.  Highlights of the festival were the kick out of the Plastic Monster at the dock and the departure of Greenpeace ship 'The Beluga II' towards Switzerland. Credit: Marcel Krijgsman | Hollandse Hoogte
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The Netherlands, Nijmegen, 24-03-2019 - Environmental organisation Greenpeace organised the Plastival at the Waal dock in Nijmegen. A festival against disposable plastic. The Festival is part of an international campaign by Greenpeace against disposable plastic and part of the Plastic Monster Ship Tour. This means that the environmental organisation wants to emphasize the responsibility of large plastic producers.  Highlights of the festival were the kick out of the Plastic Monster at the dock and the departure of Greenpeace ship 'The Beluga II' towards Switzerland. Credit: Marcel Krijgsman | Hollandse Hoogte
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The Netherlands, Nijmegen, 24-03-2019 - Environmental organisation Greenpeace organised the Plastival at the Waal dock in Nijmegen. A festival against disposable plastic. The Festival is part of an international campaign by Greenpeace against disposable plastic and part of the Plastic Monster Ship Tour. This means that the environmental organisation wants to emphasize the responsibility of large plastic producers.  Highlights of the festival were the kick out of the Plastic Monster at the dock and the departure of Greenpeace ship 'The Beluga II' towards Switzerland. Credit: Marcel Krijgsman | Hollandse Hoogte
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